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Introduction

The Atharvaveda-PariZiSTa was published in 1909 and 1910 by Bolling and Negelein. Al-

though they originally planned to present their work in three volumes,1） the one on lexico-

graphical peculiarities and the one that would have provided translations were never pub-

lished.
The text had attracted much attention from the great Indologists in the nineteenth cen-

tury including A. Weber, M. Bloomfield, and W. Whitney. However, because Bolling and 

Negelein published the critical edition, announcing that they would continue working on 

the text, few Indologists since then got engaged in it. Only a few such as Kohlbrugge 

［1938］ and Bosch ［1978］ remained interested. It is noteworthy that Bahulkar ［1982］ dis-

cussed the relation between the NakSatrakalpa of AVPar and the ZAntikalpa, and Modak 

［1993］ offered a summary of the whole text.
In recent years, Peter Bisschop and Arlo Griffiths published translations of Chapters 36 

（IIJ 46, 2003） and 40 （SII 24, 2007）. Moreover, Griffiths ［2007］ offered an edition of the 

Orissa version of the CaraNavyUha comparing it with AVPar 49. As a result of their contin-

uations, especially that of 2003 which offered a useful table summarizing the past studies 

on AVPar, the chapters which were still waiting for further studies turned out to be those 

which contain astrological and divinatory elements, such as Chapter 1 （NakSatrakalpa） and 

Chapters 50-57.
Since the NakSatrakalpa is still difficult to deal with, mainly due to corruption of the 

text, we began examining Chapters 50-57, while attempting to find clues to elucidate the 

NakSatrakalpa. We presented a portion of our study in the 14th World Sanskrit Conference 

held on September 1-5, 2009 in Kyoto.
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1. Structure of the text

Chapter 50 of AVPar is not only the beginning of a group of eight chapters concerning as-

trology and divination, it is also the starting chapter of the second part of AVPar. The first 

part, namely, Chapters 1-49, concerns with rituals and ceremonies for the king. The second 

half of the text, i.e., Chapters 50-72, deals with omens. The omens are further divided into 

two categories: astrological （Chapters 50-57） and other divinatory omens in a wider sense 

（Chapters 58-72）where Chapters 66-67 deal with rituals to appease bad omens, Chapter 68 

is on dreams, and the last Chapters 69-72 are on bad omens.
There are some key words which help find the relative date of the text from a historical 

viewpoint of Indian astronomy and astrology, namely, nakSatra, graha, rAhu and ketu. As 

Yano has pointed out,2） there were five stages of development for the meaning of the gra-

has besides the demons that possess children as described in medical texts. With this view 

in mind it becomes clear that there are several different chronological stages even within 

the eight consecutive chapters 50 to 57, and that Chapter 51 belongs to the latest stage of 

the compilation of the text because the seven grahas are enumerated in the order of week-

days. Interestingly, it is only in the following chapter （Chapter 52） that graha was used in 

the widest sense, even beyond the five classes proposed by Yano.

2. Astronomical elements in Chapters 50-57

The contents of Chapters 50-57, referring to astronomical elements, can be summarized as 

follows.
The main topic of Chapter 50 （CandraprAtipadika） is on observations of the moon’s 

horn: how the horn is raised to the north or south. This topic is also dealt in the later San-

skrit astronomical text like Brahmagupta’s BrAhmasphuTasiddhAnta as ZRGgonnati.
Chapter 51 （Grahayuddha） deals with the war between planets. The technical terms in 

this chapter are very close to those found in the BRhatsaMhitA Chapter 17. For instance, the 

same words yAyin （the king on expedition） and nAgara （the king staying in the city） are used in 

BS 17.8. The terms for the four kinds of war are found in BS 17.2-3 although with slight 

variations. It should be noted that the word graha is used in its narrowest sense and that it 

is described in the order of weekday. This corresponds to the fifth stage in Yano’s classifi-

cation. Thus this chapter belongs to the period after Greek astrology was introduced in In-
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dia, namely about A.D. 300. In this chapter ketu is not regarded as the tail of rAhu, but it is 

still the ninth graha, while in Chapters 52 and 53, ketu can be regarded as comets.
Chapter 52 （GrahasaMgraha）, the longest chapter among chapters 50-57, deals with 

graha in its widest sense. Certain grahas are the sons of a graha. The number of grahas 

summed up in this chapter is 991 which exactly agrees with the number given in BS 11.28. 
VarAhamihira counts one thousand ketus after adding nine which are in the intermediate di-

rections. Also to be noted is that 101 ketus are counted just as in BS 11.5.
The graha in Chapter 53 （RAhucAra） reflects its second stage of development. One 

should note that the word svarbhAnu was used in this context as the eclipse demon. It oc-

curs only in this chapter of AVPar.3）

Chapter 54 （KetucAra） consists of only 12 verses. All the verses seem to have been bor-

rowed from the words of BhArgava.
In Chapter 55 （RtuketulakSaNa） ketus are classified according to the six seasons begin-

ning with the ZrAvaNa-ProSThapada months, namely the rainy season. It is interesting to 

note that in the later Chapter 64, which is outside the present context, the beginning of the 

year is the cold season （ZiZira）.
In Chapter 56 （KUrmavibhAga） the twenty-seven nakSatras are divided into nine trikas 

（triads）. In later astronomical texts nakSatras are counted twenty-seven and the beginning 

is AZvinI. However, in the chapter being examined, nakSatra begins with KRttikA, as is the 

usual case with the older system of the nakSatras. Chapter 56 will be further discussed in 

the next section from a different angle.
On the other hand, in the next chapter, i.e., Chapter 57 （MaNDalAni） the twenty-eight 

nakSatras are divided into four maNDalas （groups） according to the presiding deity, Agni, 
VAyu, VaruNa and Indra.

3. AVPar 56 on KUrmavibhAga

We propose an English translation of AVPar 56. The Sanskrit text is based on Bolling and 

Negelein’s edition, and is very corrupt and difficult to restore according to the rules of 

prosody. Bolling and Negelein wrote that ‘it seems probable that the text was composed in 

AryA meter, but the attempt to restore it to this form is too doubtful for inclusion in this 

volume’.4） Keith, in his review of Bolling and Negelein ［1909-10］, focused his attention 

to the problems with prosody and counted the number of irregular half verses of AVPar. 
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Unfortunately he did not elaborate on Chapter 56. What he referred to as chapter ‘56’ is in 

fact Chapter 57, and he eventually skipped Chapter 56.5） The Bolling and Negelein’s 

words quoted above apply to the verses that enumerate geographical names. We found that 

the first verse is expressed in perfect Zloka meter. Also in the last verse （10）, the first three 

quarters conform to Zloka meter. The second verse seems to be in a meter with four quarters 

of 15 syllables, although the last quarter is made of 19 syllables. We cannot explain the  

remaining verses.
Beside these prosodical problems, there are grammatical peculiarities. The syntactic 

structure of verses 2 to 10 are the same. In the first part of the verse the place names are 

enumerated. After that, for example, verse 3 runs:

‘If the head （of the tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will give damage （to these places）’.

Though all the verses end with ‘abhihate （or hate） ’bhihanyAt’, the enumerated place 

names are sometimes in nominative or accusative case, and sometimes singular compound, 
dual or plural.
3.1. Text and Translation

1.  kRttikArohiNIsaumyaM madhyaM kUrmasya 
nirdiZet /
ZeSAn RkSavibhAge tu trikaM prati vinirdiZet //

One should indicate that KRttikA, RohiNI, and 
MRgaZiras as the center of the tortoise. One 
should indicate the rest in the division of 
nakSatras for each triad.

2.  sAketamithile mekalAlayAv ahichattra
nAgapuraM kAZipAriyAtrakurupAJcAlAH/ 
atha kosalakauZAmbItIraM pATaliputraM
kaliGgapurapRthivImaNDalamadhye ’bhihate 
’bhihanyAt //

SAketa, MithilA, Mekala, Alaya, Ahichattra, 
NAgapura, KAZi, PAriyAtra, Kuru, PAJcAla, as 
well as Kosala, KauZAmbItIra, PATaliputra, 
KaliGgapura1） ― If the central （triad of the 
tortoise representing） the area of the earth is 
damaged, it （the triad） will give damage （to 
these places）.

3.  aGgavaGgakaliGgamAgadhamahendra
gavasam ambaSThAH / 
bhAgAH pUrvasamudrAH Zirasy abhihate 
’bhihanyAt //

AGga, VaGga, KaliGga, MAgadha, Mahendra, 
Gavasa, AmbaSTha and those parts which have 
the ocean in the east ― If the head （of the 
tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will give 
damage （to these places）.

4.  khaZabhadrA samataTasamavardhamAnaka
vaidehA gAndhArAH / 
kosalatosalaveNAtaTasajjapurA 
mAdreyatAmaliptA dakSiNapUrve hate 
’bhihanyAt //

K h a Z a ,  B h a d r A ,  S a m a t a T a ,  S a m a , 
VardhamAnaka, Vaideha, GAndhAra, Kosala, 
Tosala ,  VeNAtaTa ,  Saj japura ,  MAdreya , 
TAmaliptA ― If the right-front side （of the 
tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will give 
damage （to these places）.
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5.  AvantyakA vidarbhA matsyA cakora
bhImarathA2） yavanavalayakAntI 
siMhalalaGkApurI caiva / 
draviDA barbaratIrA dakSiNapArZve hate 
’bhihanyAt //

Avantyaka ,  Vidarbha ,  Matsya ,  Cakora , 
BhImaratha, Yavana, Valaya, KAntI, SiMhala, 
LaGkApurI, DraviDa, BarbaratIra ― If the right-
side （of the tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） 
will give damage （to these places）.

6.  sahyagirivaijayantI 
kuGkuNanAsikyakarmaNoyAmimahi / 
narmadabhRgukacchA dakSiNapaZcAd dhate 
’bhihanyAt //

Sahyagiri, VaijayantI, KuGkuNa, NAsikya, 
KarmaNoyAmi, Mahi, Narmada, BhRgukaccha 

―  If the right back （of the tortoise） is 
damaged, it （the triad） will give damage （to 
these places）.

7.  saurASTrasindhusauvIramAlavA 
rAmarASTrakAnvItAn / 
AnartagacchayanatAn pucche ’bhihate 
’bhihanyAt //

SaurASTra, Sindhu, SauvIra, MAlava, together 
with RAmarASTraka, Anarta, Gaccha, and Yanata 

― If the tail （of the tortoise） is damaged, it （the 
triad） will give damage （to these places）.

8.  sArasvatAMs trigartAn matsyAn 
nAnvArabAlhikAn / 
mathurApuraMgadeZAn uttarabhAge hate 
’bhihanyAt //

SArasvata, Trigarta, Matsya, NAnvAra, BAlhika, 
MathurA, PuraMgadeZa ― If the left back3） （of 
the tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will give 
damage （to these places）.

9.  brahmAvartaM ZatadruhimavantaM parvataM 
ca mainAkaM / 
kAZmIraM caiva tathA uttarapArZve hate 
’bhihanyAt //

BrahmAvarta, Zatadru, Himavat, Parvata, 
MainAka, KAZmIra ― If the left side （of the 
tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will give 
damage （to these places）.

10.  nepAlakAmarUpaM ca videhodumbaraM tathA /
tathAvantyaH kaikayaZ ca uttarapUrve hate 
’bhihanyAt //

NepAla, KAmarUpa, Videha, Udumbara, 
Avantya, and Kaikaya ― If the left-front side 

（of the tortoise） is damaged, it （the triad） will 
give damage （to these places）.

1） We read kaliGgapuraM as one name, because kaliGga occurs in the next verse. We have separated kaliGgapura- 

from pRthivI◦.  2） Bolling & Negelein read bhIma［gaM］rathA.  3） The reading of the text uttarabhAge must be 

incorrect, because it means ‘the left part’. The correct reading should be uttarapaZcAt. Cf. dakSiNpaZcAd in 6.

3.2. Interpretation

The 56th chapter on the KUrmavibhAga is one of the shorter chapters of AVPar. Because it 

is too short and without any additional explanation, we find some difficulties in under-

standing the purpose of this chapter. It describes the correspondence between the sky and 

the earth through a tortoise simile.6） When a nakSatra in the sky is damaged by some plan-

ets, as VarAhamihira says in BS,7） the corresponding countries or people are damaged. In 

order to give this instruction, the figure of a tortoise was used. The description of the parts 

of the tortoise which correspond to the nine parts of the earth starts from verse 2 beginning 

with the central part and moving to the east, southeast, south, southwest, west, northwest, 
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north and northeast in the clockwise order （pradakSiNa）.
There are some texts, especially among purANas, which contain similar ideas. Lewis di-

vided these texts into two types: one that has a longer list and the other with a shorter list.8） 
He referred to BS and the MArkaNDeyapurANa as those that contain the longer list, and 

AVPar, the GaruDapurANa and the ViSNudharmottarapurANa as those that have the shorter 

list. Kirfel ［1920, 81ff.］ compared the list of geographical names of BS with that of the 

MArkaNDeyapurANa. 
We compared these geographical names arranged in the nine directions. We chose VDh-

UP as the representative of the shorter list, and the BS as that of the longer list.9） Compar-

ing these texts with AVPar, we found that only the four place names were commonly men-

tioned in these three texts: Kuru and PAJcAla in the center, MAgadha in the east, and 

Himavat in the north. Other than these four places, we did not find any other place names 

that lie in the same direction as described in the list of AVPar and VDhUP, although both 

are classified as containing the shorter list.
On the other hand, we found a greater number of similarities between the list of BS and 

VdhUP, although they are classified in different types of the list. The similar names are 

four in the center: PAJcAla, Kuru, Matsya, ZUrasena, seven in the east: VRSadhvaja, AMjana, 
Panna, Suhma, MAgadha, KAZI, KoZala, four in the southeast: KaliGga, VaGga, AGga, Vai-

darbha, only one in the south: KarNATaka, three in the southwest: AmbaSTha, StrImukha, 
Ananta, only one in the west: Mleccha, three in the northwest: MANDavya, TuSAra, MUlika, 
two in the north: GAndhAra and Himavat, four in the northeast: KaulUta, Brahmaputra,  
AbhisAra, KAZmIra.10）

In summary, it is clear that although the geographical list of the KUrmavibhAga in 

AVPar is classified as the shorter one, the nine directions are quite different not only from 

the texts of the longer list, but also from that of the shorter list. It is strange that although 

most of the place names in the KUrmavibhAga of AVPar are those which are familiar to In-

dologists, only the allotment is quite different from the rest of the texts. In order to know 

the origin of this peculiar list of geographical names, we will need further investigations. 
This list might give some clues to the provenance of the text of AVPar.
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Notes:

１） Bolling & Negelein [1909], p. vii.
２） Yano ［2003］, p. 381.
３） This word is attested in Rgveda 5.40.5-6, 5.40.8-9, PaippalAda-SaMhitA 20.37.4-5, MahA
bhArata 3.284.38, 3.286.19, 3.291.23, 6.13.39, 6.97.34, 7.149.26, 7.150.45, 12.220.49, and RA
mAyaNa 3.22.11. We have used e-texts of the MahAbhArata and RAmAyaNa digitalized by Prof. 
Muneo Tokunaga.
４） Bolling & Negelein ［1910］, p. 374.
５）Keith ［1912］, p. 765.
６） Especially in the later tantric texts, the image of the tortoise is developed as a yantra called 

‘kUrmacakra’. See Ida ［2006］.
７） The KUrmavibhAga of AVPar does not mention by what kind of beings the nakSatras are dam-

aged. In BS 14.32-33, however, it is clearly stated that they are ‘damaged by the planets’.
８） Lewis ［1967］ p. 85.
９） We chose VdhUP because the list of GP is very close to that of VDhUP, as Lewis already pre-

sented. As for the longer list, the MArkaNDeyapurANa seems to have borrowed the list from BS 

［Kirfel 1920, p. 81］, although there is confusion in the west and northwest directions.
10） These place names follow VDhUP.
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